Abstract-In this work, arithmetic distribution matching (ADM) is presented. ADM invertibly transforms a discrete memoryless source (DMS) into a target DMS. ADM can be used for probabilistic shaping and for rate adaption. Opposed to existing algorithms for distribution matching, ADM works online and can transform arbitrarily long input sequences. It is shown analytically that as the input length tends to infinity, the ADM output perfectly emulates the target DMS with respect to the normalized informational divergence and the entropy rate. Numerical results are presented that confirm the analytical bounds.
I. INTRODUCTION
Distribution matching transforms the output of a discrete memoryless source (DMS) into a sequence that emulates a target DMS, see Figure 1 for an illustration. The transformation of a distribution matcher is invertible, i.e., the input can be recovered from the output. Distribution matching is used for example for probabilistic shaping [1, Section IV.A], [2] and for rate adaption [3, Section VI.] .
Distribution matchers can be implemented using variable length coding. In [4] and [5] , algorithms for optimal variableto-fixed (v2f) length and fixed-to-variable (f2v) length matching are presented, respectively. The drawback of these optimal matchers is that the complete codebook needs to be calculated offline, which is infeasible for large codebook sizes. For data compression, Huffman [6] and Tunstall [7] codes have a similar problem. Arithmetic codes for data compression [8] , [9] are sub-optimal variable length codes where encoding and decoding can be done online, i.e., no codebook needs to be stored. The use of arithmetic coding for distribution matching was proposed in [3, Appendix G] . However, as stated by the authors of [3] , their algorithm is incomplete, in particular, it is not invertible in the provided description. The authors in [10] propose a non-invertible algorithm for exact random number generation based on the idea of arithmetic coding.
The main contributions of this work are the development and the analysis of an algorithm for arithmetic distribution matching (ADM). We review f2v length distribution matching in Section II. In particular, we discuss in Section II-E its relation to data compression. We then present in Section III our ADM algorithm. We theoretically analyze the performance of our algorithm in Section IV. In particular, we show that as the input length tends to infinity, the output of ADM perfectly The output s 1 , s 2 , . . . of the DMS P S is transformed by the distribution matcher. The output sequence c 1 , c 2 , . . . appears similar to the output sequence z 1 , z 2 , . . . of the target DMS P Z . As indicated by the dashed box, the source P S together with the matcher emulates the target DMS P Z .
emulates the target DMS with respect to normalized informational divergence and entropy rate. We provide numerical results in Section V that confirm our analytical bounds. Our implementation is available at [11] and was used in [12] for coded modulation with probabilistic shaping.
II. FIXED-TO-VARIABLE LENGTH DISTRIBUTION MATCHING
The concept of distribution matching is illustrated in Figure 1 . We describe in the following f2v matching. For clarity of exposure, we consider binary input and binary output. We denote random variables by capital letters S and realizations by small letters s. A binary DMS P S generates a bit sequence S = S 1 , S 2 , . . . , S n of fixed length n. The bits S i are independent and identically distributed (iid) according to the distribution P S (0) = p src and P S (1) = 1 − p src . Suppose the source output is s. The matcher transforms s into a binary sequence c = c 1 , c 2 , . . . , c (c) of variable length (c), i.e., the matcher outputs codewords of a f2v length codebook C. The goal of distribution matching is to emulate a binary DMS with an arbitrary but fixed target distribution P Z (0) = p code and P Z (1) = 1 − p code . We explain in the next paragraphs what we mean by "emulation".
A. Interval representation
We represent the probabilities of the input realizations s and the target probabilities of the output realizations c by subintervals of the interval [0; 1). We denote the subinterval representing the probability of s by I src and the subinterval representing the target probability of c by I code . We identify the matcher input s with I src and the matcher output c with I code , i.e., the matcher maps I src to I code . We display an example of the interval representation in Figure 2 . 
B. Informational Divergence
The division of the interval [0; 1) into subintervals defines the variable length codebook C. For the example in Figure 2 , the codebook is C = {11, 10, 0}. For the input length n, the matcher uses 2 n output bitsequences with non-zero probability. In Figure 2 , n = 1 and the two possible output sequences are {11, 0}. The mapping performed by the matcher defines a probability distribution on C. We represent the matcher output taking values in C by the random variable Y . The codeword c appears at the matcher output with probability
if no s maps to c.
The target DMS would have put out the codeword c with probability
We say that P Z induces the distribution P C Z on the codebook C. In our interval representation, the probability P C Z (c) by which the target DMS P Z would have generated c is represented by the interval size of I code and the actual probability is represented by the interval size of I src . The matcher output is a good approximation of the target DMS output if P Y (c) ≈ P C Z (c) and equivalently if I src and I code have approximately the same size. This intuition is formalized by the informational divergence of P Y and P C Z , which is defined by where supp P Y = {c ∈ C : P Y (c) > 0} denotes the support of P Y . We can see that the informational divergence depends on the ratio I src /I code . It is small if I src and I code have approximately the same size for all codewords that occur with non-zero probability.
C. Optimal distribution matching
In [5] an algorithm is described to generate f2v length codes for distribution matching that minimize (1) . In Figure 3 we show an example for such an optimal code. The input length is n = 2, the source is uniform and the target DMS is P Z (0) = 1 − P Z (1) = 0.3 The codebook C consists of all 4 subintervals of [0, 1) displayed in Figure 3 . The resulting informational divergence is 0.0746. The optimal mapping has to be calculated offline and stored. The required memory increases exponentially with the input length and becomes impractical already for reasonably small input lengths.
D. Preview: Arithmetic distribution matching
The main idea of ADM is to require that the code interval identifies the source interval, i.e., I code ⊆ I src . By this requirement, we also give up on using all subintervals of [0, 1) as codewords. For the same example as in Figure 3 , we display in Figure 4 a matcher with the I code ⊆ I src property. The informational divergence of the matcher in Figure 4 is equal to 1.6346, which is larger than the divergence of the optimal code in Figure 3 , so the code with the I code ⊆ I src property performs worse than the optimal code. However, as we will see in the remaining sections, ADM allows us to encode and decode online for arbitrarily long input sequences. Furthermore, we will see that for long input sequences, ADM results in a smaller divergence than repeatedly applying an optimal code.
E. Compression decoder as a matching encoder
It is claimed in [3] that an ADM for a target DMS P Z can be realized by applying the decoder of an arithmetic source compression code for P Z to the output of a uniform source P S . We illustrate that this is not possible by an example. We consider input length n = 2 and a source P S (0) = 1 − P S (1) = 0.3. We compress P S by emulating the uniform target DMS P Z (0) = P Z (1) = 0.5. The resulting arithmetic source compression code is displayed in Figure 5 . Suppose now we want to apply the corresponding decoder to the output of a uniform source. This means we apply the inverse mapping from right to left. The output 101 maps to 11, so this is fine. However, if the output is 11, this approach fails, since the encoder maps nothing to 11, so 11 cannot be encoded. We conclude that in general, an arithmetic decoder cannot be used as an encoder.
III. ARITHMETIC DISTRIBUTION MATCHING
We describe the algorithms for an ADM encoder and decoder for binary input distributions.
A. Basic operations
There are two basic operations, which are used by the encoder as well as the decoder. 1) Read Bits: A bitsequence that was created by a DMS can be represented by an interval by successively reading its bits. We start with the interval I = [0; 1). Now we divide the interval I in two parts according to the probability distribution p of the corresponding DMS. The lower subinterval [0; p) is assigned to 0, the upper subinterval [p; 1) is assigned to 1. Then we read the first bit of the bitsequence. If there is a 0, we choose the lower subinterval as the new interval I, if there is a 1, we choose the upper subinterval. This interval I represents the bitsequence we have read. We continue this process recursively by subdividing the current interval I according to p. When all bits of the bitsequence are read, I represents the whole bitsequence.
2) Refine Candidate List: We subdivide the interval [0; 1) according to p. In this way we create two subintervals which we call candidates. The lower subinterval [0; p) is assigned to 0, the upper subinterval [p; 1) is assigned to 1. We call this process refinement. All intervals created by this process can also be refined by subdividing them equivalently according to p. So after a second refinement we have four candidates.
B. Encoder
while ∃j :
append bits corresponding to j to c 10: The arithmetic encoder creates a candidate list by refining the interval I code using p code . Then it reads bits of s until the corresponding interval I src identifies one of the candidates. This candidate is the new I code and I src ⊆ I code . The bit corresponding to this candidate is written in the output buffer of c. Then the encoder refines I code . If I src identifies one of the new candidates, the corresponding bit is written in the output buffer of c too and this candidate is the new I code again. The encoder continues the refinement of I code and puts out the corresponding bits if possible, until I src is not contained in any of the new candidates. Then the encoder starts over again by reading the next bit. It repeats this process until all bits are read.
To finish the encoding, when all input bits are read there is an upper candidate I u code and a lower candidate I l code . Then the encoder refines I u code until one candidate identifies I src . It then refines I l code until a second candidate identifies I src . Then the encoder chooses the larger one of the two candidates as the new I code . So I code ⊆ I src holds. Finally it appends the additional bits corresponding to this candidate to c. This finalization is necessary to guarantee decodability.
Algorithm 1 shows a pseudocode for the encoder.
C. Decoder
The arithmetic decoder creates a candidate list by refining the interval I src using p src . It then reads bits of c until I code I code = readBit(I code , p code , c i )
10:
while ∃j : I code ⊆ candidateList(j) do 12: append bits corresponding to j to s 13:
identifies one of the candidates. The bit corresponding to this candidate is written in the output buffer of s. This candidate is the new I src . It is refined, and if I code identifies one of the new candidates, the corresponding bit is written in the output buffer of s too. Again, this candidate is the new I src . This is repeated until I code does not identify any of the candidates. Then the decoder starts reading bits from c again. It carries on until n bits are written to the output buffer of s. Algorithm 1 shows a pseudocode for the decoder.
D. Implementation
For the floating point implementation of the algorithms described above we have to prevent the subintervals from becoming too small for a representation in floating point numbers. That is why they are repeatedly scaled during the encoding and decoding process. Additionally the decoder has to execute the same scalings as the encoder, to avoid different rounding at the encoder and the decoder, i.e. the decoder needs to emulate the encoder exactly in terms of floating point operations.
IV. ANALYSIS

A. Informational Divergence
Suppose the output of the encoder is the sequence c. The width of the source interval is equal to the probability that c is generated, i.e., I src (c) = P Y (c). The width of the code interval I code is equal to the probability by which the target DMS would generate c, i.e., I code (c) = P C Z (c). Proposition 1. The ratio of the interval sizes is bounded as
.
Proof:
The left inequality holds since the algorithm guarantees I code ⊆ I src . The upper bound is proved in the appendix.
We bound the informational divergence
Thus the un-normalized informational divergence is bounded from above by a constant that does not depend on the input length n. The expected output length is bounded as
where (a) follows by the converse of the source coding theorem [13, Theorem 5.3.1] and where (b) holds because the mapping of the matcher is one-to-one. We can now bound the normalized informational divergence as
where (a) follows by Proposition 1 and where (b) follows by (3). We can see from (4) that the normalized informational divergence approaches zero for large input lengths n. Our numerical results in Section V confirm this observation.
B. Rate
Proposition 2. As the input length n tends to infinity, the entropy rate of the matcher output converges to the entropy of the target distribution, i.e.,
Proof: According to (4) Since the mapping is one-to-one, we have H(P Y ) = n H(P S ). In the average, n input bits are transformed into E[ (Y )] output bits. In terms of the conversion rate
C. Binary data compression
We now want to show how ADM can be used for data compression. Suppose P Z (0) = P Z (1) = 1 2 . We then have
With
For the first term of this sum we get
The second term of the sum is equal to one, as
Thus
where (a) follows by (2) and (6). The bound (7) recovers the known bound for arithmetic data compression, see [15, Exercise 6.1] . This shows that ADM can be used for arithmetic data compression by using the target distribution P Z (0) = P Z (1) = 0.5. For Huffman codes
holds [13, Theorem 5.4.1]. The additional bit necessary for arithmetic coding is the price for calculating the codewords online.
V. NUMERICAL RESULTS
To validate our analytical results in Section IV, we discuss an example application of our ADM implementation. We consider a uniform binary source P S (0) = P S (1) = 0.5 and the target DMS P Z (0) = 1 − P Z (1) = 0.3 and we evaluate the informational divergence and the expected output length. For n = 1, 2, . . . , 13, we calculate the correct values. For n = 10 1 , 10 2 , 10 3 , 10 4 , we use estimates obtained from Monte Carlo simulation. The results for informational divergence are displayed in Figure 6 . All obtained values are below the theoretical bound − log 2 (0.3 · 0.7) = 2.2515. This validates Proposition 1 and (2). In Figure 7 we plot the rate
versus the input length n. As n gets large, the rate approaches H(P Z ) = 0.8813 from below. This validates Proposition 2. 
plotted over input length n for P S (0) = 0.5 and P Z (0) = 0.3.
For comparison, we also calculate informational divergence and rate for the optimal code [5] . As can be seen in Figure 6 , the informational divergence is smaller than for ADM. Suppose now we would like to encode 10 4 input bits. By (4), the resulting normalized divergence for ADM would be bounded from above by
Alternatively we could apply the optimal code for n = 10 one thousand times. The resulting normalized divergence is in this case given by which is higher than for ADM. This shows that using suboptimal matchers that can encode online is advantageous for large input lengths.
APPENDIX A PROOF OF PROPOSITION 1
To prove the upper bound on the ratio I src /I code , we have to take a closer look at the last step of the encoding algorithm. We consider the scenario depicted in Figure 8 . The last step of the encoding algorithm can always be reduced to this scenario. The encoder refines I u code and I l code independently at the end of the algorithm as described in III-B. To achieve the state in Figure 8 , we stop each of these refinements one step before a candidate identifies I src . We then drop all candidates but the two neighboring candidates, where one is a subinterval of I u code and the other is a subinterval of I l code . Then we scale this interval consisting of two candidates to [0, 1). The last step of the algorithm is now to refine each of the two subintervals of [0, 1) and to choose the largest subinterval identifying I src . The two final candidates are cand1 = p code · (1 − p ratio ) and cand2 = p ratio · (1 − p code ). We now show that at least one of the two final candidates is larger than p code · (1 − p code ). The following statements are equivalent:
This shows in particular that if cand2 is smaller than p code ·(1− p code ) then cand1 is larger than p code · (1 − p code ). Similarly,
which shows that if cand1 is smaller than p code · (1 − p code ) then cand2 is larger than p code · (1 − p code ). Since the algorithm chooses for the final code interval I final code = max{cand1, cand2}, we have
which is the statement of the proposition. 
